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Abstract. To extract effective fault features from the nonstationary vibration signals of rolling
bearing, this paper provides a fault recognition method by using complementary ensemble empirical
mode decomposition (CEEMD) and support vector machine (SVM). Firstly, CEEMD is applied to
process vibration signals of rolling bearing. Then some time domain features of the first several
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) are calculated to construct feature set, and it is utilized as the input
of SVM. Finally, different fault states of rolling bearing are classified through SVM. The
experiment results indicate that the presented method is effective, and it can significantly improve
the classification accuracy of fault recognition.
Introduction
Rolling bearing is one of the most important parts of rotor system, and a variety of fault states are
produced in the process of working. The fault severity is worse with the long running time of rolling
bearing. Due to the complex structure of rotor system, many vibration sources are generated. The
signals which are produced by these vibration sources are collected through different transmission
paths. Therefore the acquired vibration signals of rolling bearing are no stationary [1].
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is proposed, and it can decompose signals into a series of
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [2, 3]. However, the problems including mode aliasing and over
decomposition are produced. In order to overcome these disadvantages, Yeh et al [4] put forward
the complementary ensemble empirical mode decomposition (CEEMD) for processing no stationary
signals. In this method, two sets of white noise signals with positive and negative signs are added
into original signals. CEEMD is able to remove the residual noise in the IMFs and computational
efficiency can also be enhanced [5, 6].
In this paper, CEEMD is applied to process vibration signals of rolling bearing with different
fault states. Time domain features of the first several IMFs are calculated to construct feature set.
Eventually support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify rolling bearing fault states.
Extraction of Time Domain Features Based on CEEMD
CEEMD Algorithm. CEEMD is a noise assisted method to solve the problem of mode aliasing by
adding positive and negative white noises to signals. It can remove the residual noise in the
reconstructed signals and lower computational burden. The decomposition process is consisted of
the following three steps.
(1)Adding white noise signals with opposite signs to original signal x  t  . The obtained two
signals are as:

 x1  t   x  t   w1  t 
(1)
 
 x1  t   x  t   w1  t 
(2)The two signals are decomposed by EMD separately, and two sets of components
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IMF1i , IMF1i are achieved. They represent the ith components which are generated by
decomposing the signals with the first positive and negative white noise.
(3)Repeating above steps with n times, and n sets of components are obtained.
IMF ji , j  1, 2, n
(2)

IMF ji , j  1, 2, n
(4)The n sets of components are processed by averaging operation, and the final decomposition
results are achieved.

1 n
IMFi    IMF ji  IMF ji 
2n j 1

(3)

Extraction of Time Domain Features. When different rolling bearing fault states emerge, the
amplitude and waveform of time domain signals are also different [7]. Thus 10 kinds of time
domain features of the first several IMFs are calculated to construct feature set. These features are
calculated as the description of Table 1, xi is the time domain waveform sequence of rolling
bearing vibration signals.
Table 1 Time domain features
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Rolling Bearing Fault Recognition
The feature set of training samples is fed into SVM [8-10], and cross validation method is utilized
to optimize the parameters of the classifier. Then the obtained SVM is applied to accurately classify
different fault states of rolling bearing.
Experiment Validation
Feature Extraction of Rolling Bearing Based on CEEMD. Experimental data used in this paper
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is from the Case Western Reserve University. Rolling bearing vibration signals with 6 kinds of fault
states are separately processed by CEEMD. The sampling frequency of vibration signals is 12 KHz,
and there are 4096 data points in each sample. The specific description of samples is presented in
Table 2. The first 8 IMFs are selected to calculate the time domain features. Fig. 1 is the first 8
IMFs of rolling bearing inner race fault signals and its fault severity is 0.007 in.
In the meantime, 10 kinds of time domain features of the first 8 IMFs are calculated to construct
feature set which containing 80 feature indicators. Then the feature set is fed into SVM for
classifying rolling bearing fault states.

Figure 1.

The first 8 IMFs of rolling bearing inner race fault signals

Table 2

Specific description of rolling bearing samples

Fault states [in]
Inner race 0.007
Inner race 0.021
Outer race 0.007
Outer race 0.021
Rolling element 0.007
Rolling element 0.021

Number of training Number of testing Labels
samples
samples
15
15
1
15
15
2
15
15
3
15
15
4
15
15
5
15
15
6

Classification of Rolling Bearing Fault States. The time domain feature set of training samples
is applied to train the SVM classifier. Cross validation method is used to optimize parameters of
SVM. Specifically, the values of kernel function parameter g and penalty factor c are set in the
range of 25 25 . The highest classification accuracy is 92.2222% while g  0.0078, c  512 . Then
the trained SVM is utilized to classify the testing samples of rolling bearing. Fig. 2 is the
classification results, and it can be seen that the classification accuracy reaches 94.4444%.
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Figure 2.

Fault recognition results of rolling bearing based on CEEMD

Analysis of Results. Traditional EMD is also applied to process vibration signals of rolling
bearing, and the same time domain feature set is achieved. The classification results of SVM are
described in Figure 3.
It can be seen that the classification effect is not ideal. The accuracy of fault recognition
decreases to 87.7778%. Therefore, we can find that CEEMD is more effective and suitable for
rolling bearing fault recognition. The classification accuracy can be greatly enhanced.

Figure 3.

Fault recognition results of rolling bearing based on traditional EMD

Summary
In order to accurately extract fault feature information, this paper proposes CEEMD-SVM method
to classify different fault states of rolling bearing. CEEMD is able to solve the problems including
mode aliasing and over decomposition which exist in the traditional EMD. In the meantime, 10
kinds of time domain features which are calculated from the first several IMFs can effectively
reveal fault states of rolling bearing. Compared with traditional EMD, the experiment results
demonstrate that the presented method has higher classification accuracy and better robustness.
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